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Emerging applications of wireless sensor networks (WSN) requiring wide-band event sig-
nal communication such as multimedia surveillance sensor networks impose additional
challenges including high communication bandwidth requirement and energy cost.
Besides their partially or fully dependency on feedback messages from sink node, the
existing protocols designed for WSN do not address the communication of wide-band
event signals. Furthermore, the feedback messages may not reach in time to provide reli-
able communication of event information and save scarce network resources. Therefore, an
autonomous communication protocol is imperative in order to provide wide-band event
signal communication without any feedback from the sink. In nature, biological systems
have self-organization capability, i.e., homeostasis, as they autonomously maintain a rela-
tively stable equilibrium state for operation of vital functions. Hence, this natural phenom-
enon clearly gives promising inspirations in order to develop autonomous and efficient
communication models and protocols for WSN domain. In this paper, the homeostasis-
inspired autonomous communication (HAC) protocol is introduced for wireless audio
sensor networks (WASN). Using the spectral properties of the wide-band event signal,
i.e., audio signal, HAC enables WASN to maintain a relatively stable state in which sensor
nodes reliably and energy-efficiently communicate the event signal to the sink node.
Furthermore, with its self-organization capability, HAC does not rely on any feedback
message from the sink node. Performance evaluations reveal that HAC successfully
communicates wide-band event signal with minimum energy expenditure.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Most of the current wireless sensor network (WSN)
applications do not have high bandwidth demands, and
are usually delay-insensitive. More recently, the techno-
logical advances in CMOS cameras and microphones have
fostered the development of wireless multimedia sensor
networks (WMSN) for many emerging applications such
as multimedia surveillance sensor networks, advanced
health care delivery, traffic avoidance, and person locater
. All rights reserved.
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services [1]. They will also increase the capabilities of tra-
ditional monitoring and surveillance systems by virtue of
the distributed system of multiple cameras and sensors.
Among these, wireless audio sensor networks (WASN),
i.e., networks of wirelessly interconnected audio sensors,
are also promising for the realization of efficient audio sur-
veillance applications [2,3].

Communication of wide-band event signal such as
audio signal containing high frequency components re-
quires high transmission bandwidth. Once the event signal
is sensed by a number of sensor nodes within the event
radius, significant amount of traffic is injected to the
network, which may easily cause severe packet losses
and quick depletion of scarce network resource. Therefore,
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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in order to realize promising WASN applications, the addi-
tional communication challenges posed by the unique fea-
tures of wide-band event signal, i.e., audio signal,1 must be
addressed. In the existing literature, there are many research
efforts on reliable communication protocols that are devised
for WSN domain and aim to efficiently communicate the
event information to the sink [4–6]. Moreover, recently, a
cross-layer rate control scheme is also introduced in order
to fairly maximize the quality of the communicated multi-
media streams by minimizing distortion [7]. However, the
primary objective of these existing protocols is to achieve
reliability and energy efficiency. They do not take the spec-
tral characteristics of the event signal to be communicated
into consideration in the determination of communication
parameters. In fact, different event signal characteristics
may need different treatment in terms of communication
requirements such as different communication bandwidth
demand and diverse reliability objectives. Furthermore, they
do not address the communication of high-bandwidth event
signals as in the case of WASN and do not perform or con-
sider an exact reconstruction of the event signal from the
delivered samples rather than averaged samples at the sink
node.

On the other hand, due to the lack of the autonomous
operations in these protocols, reliable sensor communica-
tion partially or fully depend on feedback messages from
the sink. However, the feedback may not reach in time to
provide reliable communication of event information and
it may lead to waste of scarce network resources. Hence,
it is imperative to develop an autonomous communication
protocol for WASN that enables the sensor nodes to coop-
eratively and effectively communicate the event signal
without the need for any coordination with the sink. This
necessitates the sensor nodes to have the capability of
self-organization rather than the control of a central entity
such as the sink node or base station. With this self-orga-
nizing feature, the sensor nodes are expected to reliably
communicate their readings with minimum energy
expenditure despite any communication problems such
as packet losses, link errors, and excessive delays so that
the sensor network operates in a relatively stable state.

Similar to WASN, a major functionality of many biolog-
ical organisms is the ability to autonomously maintain a
relatively stable equilibrium state for the operation of vital
functions [8]. This functionality is called homeostasis, and it
is the principal quality of an organism to conserve its
autonomy. Hence, this analogy between biological homeo-
stasis and WASN gives inspiration to develop autonomous
communication algorithm for WASN. The homeostasis-
inspired autonomous communication (HAC) protocol
devised for WASN is the main contribution of this work.
The salient features of HAC are:

� HAC aims to communicate a sufficient number of data
samples from the event signal to enable the exact
reconstruction of the wide-band event signal with min-
imum energy expenditure.
1 In this paper, we interchangeably use audio signal and event signal.
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� HAC aims to provide real-time communication of the
wide-band event signal.
� HAC regulates its communication parameters according

to the spectral characteristics of the event signal.
� HAC does not need any feedback message from the sink

node.
� HAC allows the self-organization capability of the

WASN, inspired by biological homeostasis, to maintain
the sensor network in a relatively stable operating state
in which the sensor nodes autonomously, reliably and,
yet energy-efficiently communicate wide-band event
signals to the sink.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the network model and assumptions used in
HAC protocol operation are introduced. In Section 3,
biological homeostasis is reviewed and then, a connection
between biological homeostasis and WASN is introduced.
HAC algorithm is introduced in Section 4 based on the
analogies between WASN and homeostasis given in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 5, performance evaluation results of
HAC are presented. Finally, concluding remarks are given
in Section 6.

2. Network model and assumptions

We consider a network architecture in which the num-
ber of N audio sensors are deployed in an environment and
they separately detect and communicate the event infor-
mation to the sink node. Sensor nodes are assumed to
use a fixed transmission power level. Therefore, they have
a fixed transmission range, i.e., r, in which they communi-
cate with each other. When an event occurs in the environ-
ment, the average number of S audio sensors that sense the
audio signal act as source nodes to sample the event signal
and generate data packets. This initiates the data transmis-
sion from sensor nodes to the sink node. The source nodes
are assumed to form the average number of H clusters each
of which has a cluster head. Each cluster head aggregates
the source node packets and directly transmits to the sink
node in one hop.

We assume that each sensor node uses a number of dif-
ferent frequency channels and selects and switches its
radio front-end to one of these frequency channels in order
to transmit and receive data packets. The selection of fre-
quency channels used for the intra-cluster communication
of sensor nodes is assumed to be made by cluster head. As
will be introduced, HAC protocol allows the neighbor clus-
ters, that may interfere with each other, to use different
frequency channels. This aims to avoid high level of inter-
ference among the neighbor clusters. For the communica-
tion between cluster heads and the sink node, a single
unique frequency channel, that is not used in intra-cluster
communication of sensor nodes, is assumed to be set ini-
tially and used by the cluster heads to transmit the aggre-
gated data packet to the sink node. Thus, the sink node also
use the same frequency channel with the cluster heads in
order to receive data packets from the cluster heads.

The wireless channel is assumed to be shared in fixed-
duration time slots, which are, in turn, captured by sensor
nodes in order to transmit. The duration of a time slot
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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consists of two different intervals named packet transmis-
sion and acknowledgment (ACK) transmission interval. In
the packet transmission interval, each sensor node trans-
mits a packet to its destination and an ACK frame is trans-
mitted back by the destination if the packet is successfully
received. If at least two or more sensor nodes, that are in
the communication range of each other, transmit using
the same time slot, their packets collide and the current
transmission attempt become unsuccessful.
HOMEOSTASIS WASN

Neuron cells  sense external 
stimuli and trigger gland cells for 
hormone secretion

N-sensors  estimate the spectral 
bandwidth and form cluster 
whose head is G-sensor

Gland cells  secrete hormone to 
inform the organism about the 
external stimuli

G-sensors, heads of N-sensor 
clusters, directly transmits data 
packets to the sink node

T cells  detect and eliminate 
pathogen entering the organism

T-sensors detects and inform G- 
and N-sensors about interference

Fig. 1. The mapping between the homeostatic system elements and
sensor networks.
3. Biological homeostasis and wireless audio sensor
networks

In this section, the basic principles of biological homeo-
stasis are first reviewed. Then, the analogies between bio-
logical homeostasis and WASN is presented, based on
which HAC protocol is introduced.

3.1. Biological Homeostatic system

A vital functionality of many biological organisms is the
ability to maintain a stable internal state although the
environmental conditions may change rapidly [8]. This
functionality is called homeostasis, and it is the leading fea-
ture of an organism to sustain its autonomy. By means of
homeostasis, the organism self-regulates its growth and
development, and maintains itself in the stable state. To
sustain homeostatic stability within an organism, the ner-
vous system, endocrine system, and immune system be-
have as one large, unified and complex system. The
interaction and communication among all three systems
are provided by the specific receptors on the cells [8].

A biological organism is open to various external stim-
uli. Neurons in the nervous system takes the stimuli, e.g.,
taste, smell, vision, etc., via the sensory parts, and triggers
an output reaction at the effectors, e.g., tissues and mus-
cles. After the nervous system detects an input stimulus,
the endocrine system produces and releases hormones
through gland cells. Thus, the interaction between the ner-
vous and endocrine system is the homeostatic response
behavior of the organism to sustain its stable internal state.
Any malfunction that adversely affects the operation of the
organism is detected by the immune system of the organ-
ism. The immune system is the defense mechanism for
the maintenance of homeostatic stability. This system re-
sponds to foreign substances that are generally called
pathogens. The response is applied through B-cells and T-
cells of the adaptive immune system. B-cells and T-cells
are white blood cells and have the capability to bind to
and eliminate pathogenic material, i.e., antigens. In conclu-
sion, there is a constant interaction among the neural,
endocrine, and immune systems, and the collaboration of
them provides a promising model for the construction
and development of self-organizing, highly-functional,
and adaptable intelligent systems.

3.2. Homeostasis-inspired wireless audio sensor networks

Similar to a biological homeostatic system, WASN must
keep itself within a stable state for successful operation.
Please cite this article in press as: B. Atakan, O.B. Akan, Distributed audio
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The stable state of a WASN corresponds to a network operat-
ing condition in which the sensor network autonomously, reli-
ably, and yet energy-efficiently communicate a wide-band
event signal at the sink despite any communication problems
such as packet losses, link errors, and excessive delays. In
WASN, the spectral characteristics of event signal impose
a sampling frequency rate constraint on source nodes to
enable successful reconstruction of the audio signal
according to Nyquist Sampling Theory [10]. Spectral char-
acteristics determine the total number of samples to be
transmitted per unit time over the network and hence,
the traffic load over the forward paths. When the traffic
load over the network is excessively high, this leads to pos-
sible collisions and packet losses on the forward paths.
Thus, it is required to estimate the spectral bandwidth of
the event signal for energy efficient and reliable communi-
cation of sensor measurements. Similarly, in biological
homeostasis, the properties of an external stimuli detected
by neuron cells determine the response of organism to this
external stimuli. When an external stimuli is detected by
neuron cells, according to the properties of the external
stimuli such as kind and the magnitude, neuron cells trig-
ger the endocrine system to initiate the hormone secretion.
Based on this similarity, we consider source nodes that
sense and sample the event signal as neurons in neural sys-
tem and call them as N-Sensor. Like a neuron in neural sys-
tem, in WASN, the aim of an N-Sensor is to sense and
sample the event signal and estimate the spectrum of the
sensed event signal.

In endocrine system, gland cells are stimulated by neu-
rons to secrete hormones so as to keep the organism in the
biologically stable state. Similarly, in WASN, source nodes,
i.e., N-sensors, form cluster to transmit event information
to the cluster head in order to stimulate the cluster head
for data transmission. Hence, we consider the cluster heads
of the N-sensor clusters as gland cells and call them G-Sen-
sors. In immune system, T-cells sense any malfunction in
the organism and trigger the neural and endocrine systems
to take an appropriate action. Similarly, in WASN, some
sensor nodes must detect and notify any malfunction such
as collisions and channel error and their symptoms such as
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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packet losses and excessive delay. With this regard, we
consider these sensor nodes that detect any malfunction
in WASN as T-cells and call them as T-sensors. The analo-
gies and the mappings between the homeostatic system
elements and sensor networks are also outlined in Fig. 1.
Note that each sensor node may jointly act as N-sensor,
G-sensor, or T-sensor according to its current state such
as source node and cluster head. Based on the analogies
established in this section, in the next section, we present
homeostasis-inspired Autonomous Communication (HAC)
algorithm.

4. Homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication
in WASN

HAC algorithm has several unique features which allow
sensor nodes to collaboratively and effectively communi-
cate the event information based on the principles of bio-
logical homeostasis as described in Section 3. HAC takes
the spectral characteristics of the event signal into consid-
eration in determination of the sampling and communica-
tion parameters used by sensor nodes. Based on the
spectral bandwidth of the event signal estimated by the
N-Sensor, HAC enables G-sensors to determine the number
of samples which must be delivered in order to enable
accurate reconstruction at the sink. Furthermore, it also
provides significant energy conservation by means of an
efficient sampling scheme named irregular sampling [9].
In this scheme, each N-sensor takes samples from the
event signal with a probability (a) called sampling probabil-
ity while it samples the event signal with sampling fre-
quency f. A portion of irregularly sampled event signal is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Since the irregular sampling scheme
decreases the number of samples transmitted over the net-
work by a sensor node, it decreases excessive traffic load
which may cause possible packet losses, and therefore, it
provides more accurate reconstruction at the sink with sig-
nificant energy conservation [9]. The overall HAC operation
is composed of five distinct phases as briefly introduced
below:

1. Spectrum estimation phase: N-Sensor estimates the spec-
trum bandwidth of the event signal, i.e., B, to determine
how many samples must be taken and delivered to sat-
isfactorily reconstruct the event signal at the sink. HAC
algorithm uses a periodogram-based Welch Method
[11] to estimate the spectral bandwidth of the event
signal. The details of this procedure is given in
Section 4.1.
0 3 6 12 15 18 23 29 31 35 38

taken 
sample 

missed
sample

time 
index

time

Fig. 2. A portion of irregularly sampled event signal.
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2. N-sensor clustering phase: N-sensors form clusters
according to their locational proximities with each
other. Heads of the formed N-sensor clusters are
selected as G-sensors to collect and directly transmit
the data packets, received from N-sensors, to the sink
as will be detailed in Section 4.2.

3. Sampling probability determination phase: G-sensors, i.e.,
cluster heads of N-sensor clusters, determine the sam-
pling and communication parameters of N-sensors to
ensure that a sufficient number of samples can be
timely delivered to the sink node. This phase is elabo-
rated in Section 4.3.

4. Channel frequency selection phase: In order to avoid
excessive interference among neighbor N-sensor clus-
ters, neighbor clusters select different operating fre-
quency channels used for intra-cluster communication
of sensor nodes. T-sensors detects frequency overlap-
ping among neighbor clusters that use the same fre-
quency channel and inform the clusters about that.
Using this information, each cluster selects a different
frequency channel in order to prevent excessive inter-
ference. This mechanism is explained in Section 4.4.

5. Signal reconstruction phase: The sink finally incorporates
all samples of event signal, that are taken and delivered
to the sink node, into a single sample set that is
expected to include a sufficient number of samples that
are needed for accurate reconstruction of the event sig-
nal. Detailed operation in this phase is introduced in
Section 4.5. This phase completes the overall operation
of HAC algorithm.

4.1. Spectrum estimation phase

N-sensors that sense and sample the event signal esti-
mate the spectral bandwidth of the event signal fS(t) and
obtain the bandwidth B. For the estimation of the event
signal bandwidth, the N-sensor uses the periodogram-
based Welch Method [11]. The details of the method is gi-
ven in Appendix A.

4.2. N-sensor clustering phase

HAC allows N-sensors that are located in close proxim-
ities of each other to form clusters by selecting a cluster
head. HAC also ensures that members of clusters sense cor-
related event signal due to the locational proximities. Here,
we characterize the correlation among N-sensors by means
of the correlation radius, i.e., c. If the distance between two
N-sensors is less than c, these N-sensors are assumed to
sense correlated event signal [12]. Moreover, without loss
of generality, we also assume that the correlation radius
of sensor nodes is less than their communication radius,
i.e., c < r. This assumption ensures that each sensor node
to be able to communicate with its correlated and non-cor-
related neighbors within its communication radius as
shown in Fig. 3.

Each N-sensor i decides whether or not to become a
cluster head by sending Request To Cluster (RTC) message
with a probability p at the beginning of each time slot.
When N-sensor i sends a RTC message, N-sensors that
are in the correlation radius of N-sensor i and receive the
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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RTC message form a cluster whose head is N-sensor i. In or-
der to provide quick formation of the clusters that is re-
quired for the real-time communication, it is essential to
avoid possible collision of RTC messages. The optimal
selection of p can provide an optimal performance in the
cluster formation phase. HAC provides a nearly-optimal
solution for the cluster formation phase as follows. We as-
sume that the cluster formation is initiated with the detec-
tion of an event signal by N-sensors. We also assume that
the event signal is detected in time slot 1 and N-sensor i
has n(k) neighbors that are neither a cluster head nor a
member of a cluster at the kth slot. In this case, the ex-
pected number of time slots during which N-sensor i suc-
cessfully transmits a RTC message and becomes a cluster
head, i.e., C, can be given as

C ¼
X1
k¼1

kpð1� pÞnðkÞ½1� pð1� pÞnðkÞ�k�1 ð1Þ

The computation of C clearly depends on the statistical
properties of n(k) such as mean and variance. However, if
a mean estimate for n(k), i.e., n̂, is available, an approxima-
tion for C, i.e., bC , can be given as

bC ¼X1
k¼1

kpð1� pÞn̂½1� pð1� pÞn̂�k�1 ð2Þ

In this case, bC can be computed as

bC ¼ 1
R

ð3Þ

where R ¼ pð1� pÞn̂ and bC is a strictly decreasing function
of R. Thus, bC can be minimized by maximizing R. Since R is
a concave function of p, it has a global maximum for the
optimal p, i.e., popt, obtained by solving

@R
@p
¼ ð1� pÞn̂ � pnð1� pÞn̂�1 ¼ 0 ð4Þ

Hence, the optimal RTC transmission probability, i.e., popt,
that minimizes the average formation time of a cluster,
i.e., bC , can be given as

popt ¼
1
n̂

ð5Þ

Surely, n̂ has to be determined in order to find popt.
However, n̂ depends on some system parameters such as
Please cite this article in press as: B. Atakan, O.B. Akan, Distributed audio
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desired number of cluster heads and the average number
of time slots during which overall clustering process is
expected to be completed. If we assume that the overall
clustering phase is completed within K slots, using the
Markov inequality, an upper bound for the probability, that
an N-sensor cannot become a cluster head, can be given as

PrðC P KÞ 6 E½C�
K

ð6Þ

By substituting E½C� ¼ bC in (6), it can be rewritten as

PrðC P KÞ 6
bC
K

ð7Þ

Using the upper bound in (7), it is expected that at least

H ¼ S 1�
bC
K

 !
ð8Þ

number of N-sensors becomes cluster head at the end of an
N-sensor clustering phase. If we assume that S, H, and K are
known a priori by the system setting, bC can be computed
as

bC ¼ K 1� H
S

� �
ð9Þ

By substituting bC , computed in (3), (9) can be rewritten as

pð1� pÞn̂ ¼ S
KðS� HÞ ð10Þ

As presented above, the optimal p, i.e., popt ¼ 1
n̂, minimizes

the expected number of slots in which an N-sensor be-
comes a cluster head, i.e., bC . Thus, by setting p = popt, (10)
can be written as

1
n̂

1� 1
n̂

� �n̂

¼ S
KðS� HÞ ð11Þ

HAC enables each N-sensor to determine n̂ by iteratively
solving (11) that has two real roots for 0 < S

KðS�HÞ < 1. One
root of (11) is near 1 and the other is greater than 1. The
root, that is nearly 1, i.e., n̂ � 1, is not proper for our case
because this makes popt � 1. However, the other root, that
is greater than 1, i.e., n̂ > 1, is a proper one. In Fig. 4a, for
different S

KðS�HÞ values, the numerically computed n̂ values
are shown. HAC provides a simple iterative procedure fol-
lowed by all N-sensors to determine an approximate n̂ by
iteratively testing (11) as follows:

� By substituting n̂ ¼ 1;2; . . . ; b, find the numerical value
for the left side of (11) and collect them as F1,F2, . . .,Fb,
respectively, where b is a sufficiently high upper bound
for n̂ that is set a priori.
� Compute the errors as Ei ¼ jFi � S

KðS�HÞ j for i = 1,2,. . .,b.
� Find the minimum Ei, i 2 {1,2,. . .,b} and set its index as

n̂ ¼ i, where Ei is the minimum.

In Fig. 4b, the above iterative procedure is illustrated to
find n̂ for S

KðS�HÞ ¼ 0:03. As observed in the data cursor, n̂ is
found as 11, which gives a satisfactory approximation to

S
KðS�HÞ ¼ 0:03. The numerical solution of (11) is very close
to the iteratively obtained solution. The numerical solution
is equal to n̂ ¼ 11:720 while the iterative solution is
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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n̂ ¼ 11. Consequently, HAC allows N-sensors to form a de-
sired number of clusters within a desired cluster formation
time. Moreover, despite the fact that cluster heads are se-
verely energy consuming node, HAC also provides a uni-
formly distributed energy consumption for N-sensors by
selecting cluster heads among all N-sensors with the same
probability, i.e., popt.

4.3. Sampling probability determination phase

As introduced in Section 4, HAC uses the irregular sam-
pling scheme in which each N-sensor takes a sample from
event signal with probability a while it samples the event
signal with the sampling frequency f. Each cluster head of
N-sensor clusters acts as a G-sensor to determine a in its
cluster. Using a, the probability that a specific sample of
the event signal, i.e., Samplek, is taken (P[Samplek is taken])
at least by one N-sensor is expressed by

P½Samplek is taken� ¼ ½1� ð1� aÞM� ð12Þ

where M is the number of members in the cluster. If the
sampling frequency determined by the cluster head, i.e.,
G-sensor, is f (Hertz), then the total number of samples ta-
ken (in a second) is f.P[Samplek is taken]. On the other hand,
the expected number of the N-sensors which take any
sample, i.e., D, can be given as

D ¼
XM

i¼0

i
M
i

� �
aið1� aÞM�i ð13Þ

D is also the mean of the binomial distribution B(M,a), and
can be expressed as D = aM. Consequently, the average
number of distinct samples delivered to the G-sensor, i.e.,
Nd, can be given as

Nd ¼ ð1� kDÞf ½1� ð1� aÞM� ð14Þ

where k is the packet loss probability observed by the clus-
ter head, i.e., G-sensor. According to the Nyquist sampling
theorem, if the event signal has bandwidth B2 in Hertz, it is
2 Here, the spectral bandwidth of the event signal is defined as the twice
of its maximum frequency component.
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imperative for N-sensors to take more than B number of dis-
tinct samples (Nd) within a second to satisfactorily recon-
struct the event signal at the sink node, that is,

Nd > B ð15Þ

must be satisfied for the reconstruction. Nd is a function of
a, f, M, and k. Among these, k is affected by many factors
such as channel access scheme of N-sensors and signal-
to-noise ratio in the sensor channels. HAC algorithm en-
ables each G-sensor to optimize its channel access and
the channel accesses of N-sensors in its cluster. For this
optimization, G-sensors determine two channel access
probabilities, i.e., pa, and pc, to provide real-time delivery
for samples of event signal. pa is the channel access proba-
bility that each N-sensor in the cluster transmits to the
cluster head at the beginning of each time slot. Similarly,
pc is the channel access probability that each cluster head
transmits to the sink node at the beginning of each time
slot. Here, we assume that the packet losses may arise from
possible collisions and channel errors. After a packet is ex-
posed to a specific number of unsuccessful transmission
attempts due to possible collisions and channel errors, it
is assumed to be dropped. Possible collisions are affected
by the channel access probabilities pa and pc while channel
errors can be characterized by a packet failure probability
pf given as [13]

pf ¼ 1� 1� 0:5e
�c

1:28

� �8j
ð16Þ

where c is signal-to-noise ratio and j is the number of
samples3 in a packet. The packet losses in the network
may be experienced in the links either between N-sensors
and G-sensor or between G-sensors and the sink node. Thus,
the packet loss probability k given in (14) consists of the
summation of two independent packet loss probabilities,
i.e., ka and kc, that is, k = ka + kc. ka is the packet loss probabil-
ity observed in the link between N-sensors and the cluster
3 In this paper, without loss of generality, we assume that each sample of
the event signal is quantized by eight bits.
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head, i.e., G-sensor. Using pa and pf, the packet loss probabil-
ity ka can be expressed as

ka ¼ ½1� pað1� pf Þð1� paÞ
M�1 � ð1� paÞ

M�zþ1 ð17Þ

where z is allowable unsuccessful transmission attempts
for a packet before it is dropped. Similarly, kc is the packet
loss probability observed in the link between G-sensors
and the sink node and using pc and pf, it can be expressed
as

kc ¼ ½1� pcð1� pf Þð1� pcÞ
H�1 � ð1� pcÞ

H�zþ1 ð18Þ

where H is the average number of cluster heads in the net-
work as introduced in Section 4.2. Consequently, the over-
all packet loss probability k can be expressed as k = ka + kc.
In addition to the packet loss probability, using pa and pc,
expected number of time slots required for a successful
delivery of a packet from an N-sensor to the cluster head
and from the cluster head to the sink node, i.e., na and nc,
respectively, can be also given as

na ¼
X1
i¼0

iSað1� SaÞi�1 ¼ 1

pað1� paÞ
M�1 and

nc ¼
X1
i¼0

iScð1� ScÞi�1 ¼ 1

pcð1� pcÞ
H�1 ð19Þ

where Sa is the successful delivery probability of a packet
transmitted from an N-sensor to the cluster head and given
as Sa = pa (1 � pa)M�1. Similarly, Sc is the successful delivery
probability of a packet transmitted from a cluster head to
the sink node and given as Sc = pc(1 � pc)H�1. Hence, the ex-
pected number of time slots required for a successful deliv-
ery of a packet, i.e., n, can be given as the summation of na

and nc, i.e., n = na + nc.
Here, we assume that n has to be less than or equal to

the expected packet generation time of an N-sensor in
order to provide real-time communication of event
information. Each N-sensor takes sample with sampling
probability a while it samples the event signal with
sampling frequency f. Thus, each N-sensor takes a fs
samples during a slot time, i.e., s. Since a data packet is
assumed to include j samples from the event signal, the
expected number of time slots during which a packet is
generated by an N-sensor, i.e., g, can be given as

g ¼ j
afs

ð20Þ

Hence, for the real-time communication of event informa-
tion, it must be satisfied that

n ¼ na þ nc 6 g ð21Þ
1

pað1� paÞ
M�1 þ

1

pcð1� pcÞ
H�1 6

j
afs

ð22Þ

As observed in (22), the channel access probabilities pa and
pc are implicitly a function of j, s, H, M, a, and f. Among
these, j, s, H, and M, are assumed to be known while a
and f are optimized by HAC protocol operation to satisfy
the conditions given in (15) and (22). While doing this,
HAC also tries to provide the minimum energy consump-
tion. Energy consumption is mostly affected by the data
traffic generated by N-sensors over the network. More
Please cite this article in press as: B. Atakan, O.B. Akan, Distributed audio
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specifically, since each N-sensor takes the average number
of af samples in a second and each packet includes the
same number of samples, af determines the average
reporting frequency rate of sensor nodes (packets/s.) and
thus, energy consumption rate over the network. Hence,
in order to minimize energy consumption rate in the net-
work, HAC aims to minimize af. In fact, incorporating the
conditions given in (15) and (22) into this objective,
sampling probability determination phase of HAC can be
modeled by an optimization process given as

minimize af

subject to Nd > B and
1

pað1� paÞ
M�1

þ 1

pcð1� pcÞ
H�1 6

j
afs

ð23Þ

Using some specific relation among the parameters such as
a, k, and Nd, HAC allows G-sensors to iteratively solve the
optimization problem modeled in (23) as follows. The suc-
cessful packet delivery probabilities Sa = pa(1 � pa)M�1 and
Sc = pc(1 � pc)H�1 are the concave function of pa and pc,
respectively. Therefore, Sa and Sc have a global maximum
at pa ¼ 1

M and pc ¼ 1
M. Using the global maximum values of

them, the condition required for the real-time communica-
tion and given in (22) can be rewritten as

1
1
M 1� 1

M

� �M�1 þ
1

1
H 1� 1

H

� �H�1 6
j

afs
ð24Þ

By rearranging, (24) can be written as

j
sMH 1� 1

M

� �M�1 1� 1
H

� �H�1

1� 1
M

� �M�1 þ 1� 1
H

� �H�1
h i P af ð25Þ

Clearly, (25) provides an upper bound for af that is tried to
be minimized by HAC protocol operation. f also has a lower
bound at B since the event signal has the spectral band-
width B according to Nyquist sampling theory. On the
other hand, since pa and pc are selected from the interval
0 < pa 6

1
M and 0 < pc 6

1
H, respectively, the packet loss

probabilities, i.e., ka and kc are the strictly increasing func-
tion of pa and pc, respectively. Hence, substituting pa ¼ 1

M
and pc ¼ 1

H into (17) and (18), respectively, the worst case
packet loss probabilities, i.e., ka and kc , can be expressed as

ka ¼ 1�
1� pf

� �
M

1� 1
M

� �M�1

� 1� 1
M

� �M
" #zþ1

ð26Þ

kc ¼ 1�
1� pf

� �
H

1� 1
H

� �H�1

� 1� 1
H

� �H
" #zþ1

ð27Þ

Combining ka and kc , the overall worst case packet loss
probability can be found as k ¼ ka þ kc . Nd is a strictly
decreasing function of k. Thus, using the worst case packet
loss probability k, a worst case realization of Nd, i.e., Nd, can
be expressed as

Nd ¼ ð1� kMaÞf ð1� ð1� aÞMÞ ð28Þ

Nd is also a strictly increasing function of a for 0 < a 6 1. In
order to show this, the first derivative of Nd with respect to
a, i.e., @Nd

@a , can be given as
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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@Nd

@a
¼ M 1� að ÞM�1 1� kaM

� �
�M logðkÞð1� ð1� aÞMkaMÞ

ð29Þ

As observed in (29), @Nd
@a is clearly positive for 0 < a 6 1,

which renders Nd strictly increasing function of a. Hence,
Nd > B is always satisfied if an appropriate a and f, that sat-
isfy (25) and provides Nd > B, can be found. Consequently,
since Nd is a strictly increasing function of a, by using the
upper bounds for a and f given in (25), a nearly-optimal
solution for the optimization problem given in (23) can
be provided by HAC protocol operation as follows.

Each G-sensor initially computes the worst case packet
loss probability k ¼ ka þ kc using (26) and (27). Then, it se-
lects the minimum sampling frequency f that satisfies (25)
and f > B. Using the selected f, it iteratively searches for the
minimum sampling probability a that provides Nd > B as
follows. Since Nd is a strictly increasing function of a, this
search can be performed by iteratively increasing a and
testing whether or not Nd > B is satisfied. Here, we assume
that starting with a sufficiently small value, a is increased
by as a + d in each iteration, where d is a sufficiently small
step size.4 In the iterative search, if the current a provides
Nd > B, it is immediately selected as the sampling probabil-
ity of N-sensors. If there is no such an a value satisfying the
conditions, f is updated using a sufficiently small positive
step size5 f as f + f and the same procedure is followed using
the updated f until the minimum a that is in 0 < a 6 1 and
provides Nd > B is found. The sampling probability determi-
nation phase of HAC is also presented in Algorithm 1. After
the determination of a and f, HAC also computes the mini-
mum channel access probability pa that satisfy the condition
given in (22). The channel access probability of all cluster
heads, i.e., pc, is assumed to be set as pc ¼ 1

H by HAC protocol
operation.

Algorithm 1. HAC: Sampling probability determination
phase
4

nu
5

P
A

1

The
meric
f is s

lease
d Hoc
for each Each G-Sensor do

2
 computes k ¼ ka þ kc
3
 selects the minimum f satisfying (25) and
f > B
4
 while Nd < B do

5
 updates a as a + d
cluster 1 cluster 2

6
 end

7
 if an a that provides Nd > B can be found then

8
 selects this a as the sampling probability
cluster cluster

9
 else
head head
10
 updates f as f + f and go to line 4

11
 end

12
 end

13
 end
initial value of a and the step size d are set as 0.001 in the
al analysis of this paper.
et as f = 1 in the numerical results.
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4.4. Channel frequency selection phase

HAC enables each cluster of N-sensors to use different
frequency channels in order not to interfere with each
other. This can be achieved by means of feedback messages
from T-sensors. T-sensors are the sensor node that are
located at the overlapping areas of the N-sensor clusters.
In Fig. 5, two clusters, i.e., cluster 1 and 2, are shown. They
have an overlapping area in which there are four T-sensors.
T-sensors in this region clearly receives N-sensor transmis-
sions from both clusters if these clusters use the same fre-
quency channel. Therefore, they recognize whether or not
these two clusters use the same frequency channel. If they
use the same channel, this imposes a high level of interfer-
ence on the communication in these cluster. In order to
avoid this high interference level, HAC enables T-sensors
to change the operating frequency channel used in the
neighbor clusters as follows.

Since T-sensors are also in the communication range of
each other, they first determine two different frequency
channel IDs and sends these IDs to the cluster heads. If
the cluster heads accept these channels, they immediately
switches to these new channels. Even if one of the cluster
heads does not accept the new frequency channels, T-sen-
sors find two new frequency channel IDs to send the clus-
ter heads. The acceptance of the newly proposed frequency
channels depends on whether or not cluster heads already
have some neighbor clusters that use these channels. If
such a situation is not arisen, the proposed frequency
channels are immediately accepted by the cluster heads
for the intra-cluster communication. Moreover, once a
cluster head switches to a proposed frequency channel, it
does not change this channel anymore. This mechanism
prevents a cluster head to uncertainly oscillate different
frequency channels.

4.5. Signal reconstruction phase

In this phase, the sink node forms the complete sample
set of the event signal fS(t) using the samples generated
and transmitted by N-sensors using sampling frequency f
and sampling probability a. Here, we assume that each
N-sensor i also generates and transmit an indicator set Ii
Overlapping area of clusters 
including the T-sensors

Fig. 5. Two clusters, i.e., clusters 1 and 2, with their overlapping area
including a number of T-sensor.
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Table 1
Evaluation parameters.

Number of sensors in the network (N) 100
Number of sensors in a cluster (M) 5–25
Number of clusters (H) 4–10
Event signal bandwidth (B) 4–10 kHz
Packet size (j) 50 samples
Slot duration (s) 0.0001 (s)
Packet failure probability (pf) 0.01
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for its packets to inform the sink node about which sam-
ples are taken from fS(t) by it. Ii is a vector that includes
1 for the taken samples and includes 0 for the missed sam-
ples. Hence, using Ii, the sink node knows which samples
are taken by N-sensor i during a sampling interval T (s) if
the data packet including these samples and their indicator
set is received. If Ii is not received with a data packet, indi-
cator set of this packet is set as 0. Furthermore, Ii is simply
transmitted as a dfT e length bit stream because it includes
a string of 0 and 1 bits. Therefore, the usage of Ii incurs a
considerably low transmission overhead. In the sink node,
the sample set generated and transmitted by N-sensor i, i.e,
Ki, can be given as
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Fig. 6. (a) The average number of distinct samples delivered within a second, i.e.,
with B. (c) a is shown with B. (d) The total number of samples taken by all N-se
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Ki ¼ ½Iið1ÞfSð0Þ; Iið2ÞfS
1
f

� �
; . . . ; IiðdfTeÞfSðTÞ� ð30Þ

The sink node combines the sampling sets of all N-sensors,
i.e., Ki, "i, to generate a complete sample set of event
signal, i.e., K. Then, the sink node reconstructs the event
signal fS(t) using the complete sample set K. Here, the
reconstruction method of the signal is not in the scope of
this paper. We only assume that the event signal can be
reconstructed from the complete sample set of the event
signal if a sufficient number of distinct samples can be
taken and delivered to the sink by N-sensors.

5. Numerical results

In this section, we numerically analyze the performance
of HAC algorithm. We assume that the total number of N
sensor nodes are deployed in a WASN environment and
by means of the N-sensor clustering phase, N-sensors form
H number of clusters whenever an event signal is detected
in the environment. Each cluster is assumed to include M
N-sensors. Moreover, the bandwidth of the event signal
may change from 4–10 kHz. The parameters used in the
numerical results are given in Table 1. The analysis are
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x 104
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Nd, is shown with the event signal bandwidth, i.e., B, values. (b) f is shown
nsors during a second, i.e., af MH, is shown with B.
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Fig. 7. (a) The average number of distinct samples delivered within a second, i.e., Nd, is shown with the number of members in a cluster, i.e., M. (b) f is
shown with M. (c) a is shown with M. (d) The total number of samples taken by all N-sensors during a second, i.e., af MH, is shown with M.
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evaluated by using MATLAB. The performance of the HAC
algorithm is investigated by numerically evaluating the
performance of sampling probability determination phase.

In Fig. 6, assuming that the number of H = 5 clusters
each of which includes M = 10 N-sensors are formed in
the N-sensor clustering phase, we change the event signal
bandwidth from B = 4 kHz to B = 10 kHz in order to show
the effect of B on the performance of HAC. In Fig. 6a, the
number of distinct samples delivered to the sink node
within a second, i.e., Nd, is shown. As B increases, Nd is in-
creased by HAC protocol operation such that Nd is slightly
more than the event signal bandwidth B. This enables the
exact reconstruction of event signal at the sink node while
providing the delivery of minimum number of samples and
thus, the minimum energy consumption of sensor nodes.
Similarly, as B increases, f is increased by HAC protocol
operation. For each event signal bandwidth B, HAC pro-
vides a different f that is slightly more than B.

On the other hand, for the same case, as B increases, the
sampling probability a is reduced by HAC protocol opera-
tion as shown in Fig. 6c. This is because sampling fre-
quency increases with the event signal bandwidth B. As f
increases with B, HAC allows N-sensors to increase the
number of distinct samples taken from the event signal
Please cite this article in press as: B. Atakan, O.B. Akan, Distributed audio
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by using lower sampling probabilities. This also causes a
significant improvement in the energy conservation rate
of the sensor nodes. In order to show the energy consump-
tion rate of the sensor nodes, in Fig. 6d, the expected num-
ber of samples taken by all N-sensors in the network
within a second, i.e., af MH is shown. As observed, af MH
slightly changes although the bandwidth B changes from
B = 4 kHz to B = 10 kHz. This can be achieved by decreasing
the sampling probability a as seen in Fig. 6c. This results
shows the significant energy conservation capability of
HAC.

Similarly, in Fig. 7, the effects of the number of mem-
bers in the clusters, i.e., M, on the performance of HAC
are shown. In Fig. 7a, the number of distinct samples deliv-
ered in a second, i.e., Nd, is shown with M. As M increases,
the contention on the channel of the cluster head in-
creases. However, HAC enables the network to deliver a
sufficient number of samples that is slightly higher than
the event signal bandwidth (B = 5 kHz). The sampling fre-
quencies (f) nearly over the bandwidth are also selected
by HAC protocol operation as shown in Fig. 7b. However,
in contrary to Nd and f, the sampling frequency a is de-
creased by HAC as M increases. This stems from the in-
crease in the diversity of the N-sensor samples such that
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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as M increases, N-sensors can take sufficient number of
samples, that is slightly more than B, using lower sampling
probability. As observed in Fig. 7d, by reducing a, HAC also
maintain the average number of samples taken over the
network during a second, i.e., af MH, in a nearly constant
level regardless of the increase in the M. This provides a
significant energy conservation for sensor nodes such that
0 D L−1

0 D L−1

0 D L−1

0 D L−1

fs(0)

fs(R−1)

fs(R−2)

fs(2)

fs(1)

L−10

Fig. 9. Overlapping Samples.
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the energy consumption rate of the network remain almost
the same regardless of the increase in M.

In Fig. 8, the effect of the average number of clusters in
the network, i.e., H, on the performance of HAC is shown.
Nd is shown with H in Fig. 8a. While H increases from 2
to 10, which increases the number of N-sensors in the net-
work 10 times, Nd slightly increases over 5000 that is the
event signal bandwidth in Hertz. Similarly, in Fig. 8d, the
total number of samples taken by all N-sensors within a
second also remain almost the same level, which gains sig-
nificant energy conservation over the network. This pro-
vides a great stability that remains the data traffic in an
almost the same level. This can be achieved by HAC proto-
col operation reducing the sampling probability a as
shown in Fig. 8c.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, the homeostasis-inspired autonomous
communication (HAC) protocol for wireless audio sensor
networks (WASN) is introduced. Using the spectral
properties of the event signal, the aim of HAC is to enable
sensor nodes to achieve energy- and bandwidth-efficient
sensing with homeostasis-inspired autonomous communication,
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communication of the event signal, i.e., audio signal, with-
out any need for feedback messages from the sink node.
Using the irregular sampling mechanism, HAC significantly
improves the energy conservation performance of the
network while it also ensures that a sufficient number
samples needed for exact reconstruction according to
Nyquist sampling theory is timely delivered to the sink
node. Due to these unique features of HAC, it can provide
an efficient communication solution for event signals with
high frequency components. Moreover, HAC provides
highly reliable and autonomous event-to-sink data
communication based on the interactions of the network
components inspired by the elements of a biological
homeostatic system.

Appendix A

Each N-Sensor estimates the spectral characteristics of
the event signal fS(t) in the following way:

� It initially senses fS(t) and generates a sample set
fS(0),fS(1),. . .,fS(R � 1).
� It takes length L sample segments, having overlapping

samples as shown in Fig. 9, from the sample set such
that each segment has D units apart such that D < L.
Let f 1

S ðjÞ be the first segment, then
f 1
S ðjÞ ¼ fSðjÞ; j ¼ 0;1; . . . ; L� 1

f 2
S ðjÞ ¼ fSðjþ DÞ; j ¼ 0;1; . . . ; L� 1

..

.

f K
S ðjÞ ¼ fSðjþ ðK � 1ÞDÞ; j ¼ 0;1; . . . ; L� 1

where K denotes the number of segments. All samples
in the segments cover the entire signal
((K � 1)D + L = R).
� It selects a data window denoted as W(j),

j = 0,1,. . .,L � 1.
� Using the data window W(j), it forms the sequence

f 1
S ðjÞWðjÞ; . . . ; f K

S ðjÞWðjÞ. Then, it takes Fourier transform
A1(n),. . .,AK(n) of these sequences such that
AkðnÞ ¼
1
L

XL�1

j¼0

f k
S ðjÞWðjÞe�2Kijn=L

where i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

.
� It obtains K modified periodograms such that
IkðfnÞ ¼
L
U
jAkðnÞj2k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;K

where fn ¼ n
L ; n ¼ 0; . . . ; L

2 and U ¼ 1
L

PL�1
j¼0 WðjÞ2.

� It computes the estimate of power spectral density of
fS(t) as the average of these K periodograms (Ik(fn)) as
follows
Please
Ad Ho
bPðfnÞ ¼
1
K

XK

j¼1

IjðfnÞ: ð31Þ
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� It detects the maximum frequency component fmax of
fS(t), which satisfies fmax <

L
2. Thus, the spectral band-

width of fS(t) is equal to B = 2fmax.

To update the spectral information of the event signal,
each N-Sensor repeats above spectrum estimation proce-
dure in each time interval s.
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